AGREEMENT FOR BUS SHARING

Whereas, the Kennewick School District (KSD) and Finley School District are entering into an AGREEMENT for the purpose of KSD to provide at its discretion, bus or buses to Finley School District for temporary use.

Bus Sharing Request Process
Finley School District may request the use of a KSD bus or buses by contacting the KSD Transportation Director. The KSD Transportation Director will approve or deny requests for KSD bus use, approve the duration of use, and provide any other terms of use or requirements of Finley School District that are not provided in this AGREEMENT.

The Finley School District agrees to return any KSD bus or buses temporarily loaned to Finley School District immediately upon the bus or buses no longer being needed. The Finley School District agrees that the KSD Transportation Director at any time may request return of a KSD bus and agrees to promptly return the bus.

Other Responsibilities
Finley School District agrees to return KSD bus or buses in the same condition as when the bus or buses were provided by KSD to Finley School District.

Finley School District agrees to be responsible for the cost of repairs to buses provided by KSD that occurred as a result of the negligence or fault of Finely School District.

Indemnification
Finley School District agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold harmless KSD or any employees or officers thereof for any and all claims, suits, losses, and damages which arise as a direct or indirect result of Finley School District use of KSD bus or buses. Finley School District agrees to name KSD as additional insured under its general liability insurance coverage and add buses provided by KSD for temporary use to their vehicle/property insurance coverage, and provide KSD proof that coverage is in place.

Termination of Agreement
KSD may terminate this Agreement upon providing thirty (30) days written notice to Finley School District.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto each acting with proper authority have executed this AGREEMENT.

KENNEWICK SCHOOL DISTRICT

Print Full Name

Date

Title

Signature

FINLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT
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Date

Title

Signature